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From the Editor
Welcome to this June edition of the LRG Newsletter!

reports and preparing quotes when using CAT tools.

As we enter the summer months, we are turning our
attention to streamlining our professional practices with
a new productivity-focused event called 'The Translators'
and Interpreters' Toolkit'. However, in true LRG tradition,
we have also organised two social events in July and
August. See page 2 for further details.

It is also my pleasure to announce the introduction of
a special quarterly interpreting column called 'A view
from the booth', penned by Maria Cecilia Lipovsek.
Read her thoughts on this year's ITI Conference on page 8.

Looking back, this issue also reflects on the events that
dominated our Spring calendar. On pages 4 and 5, read
the key points that Anthea Heyes took away from the
2019 edition of our 'Meet the Client' event.
On pages 6 and 7, Françoise Jefferies reviews Daniela
Ford's new workshop on pricing with TM tools, during
which participants got hands-on practice of creating analysis

Elsewhere in this issue, Maite Clausell joins us for this
month's LRG Member interview (on page 10) and our
'Around the Web' column returns on page 11. Last but
not least, take a look at the 'Picture Postcard' from our
LRG Spring Meet-Up on page 9.
Without any further ado, please enjoy the content on
offer in this June edition of the LRG Newsletter!
Nicholas Nicou, Editor

Committee News
Save the date: Thursday, 5 December 2019
Although it is still quite a long way off, the LRG Committee
is already thinking about this year’s AGM and Christmas
Party. Once again, we will be at The Glassblower, near
Piccadilly Circus, on Thursday, 5 December. Please put the
date in your diary now.
As usual, our AGM will take place before the Party and
the Committee welcomes interest from members who might
be interested in joining the Committee. The AGM is your
opportunity to help influence the LRG programme for the
following year and to quiz the Committee on the work of
the past year. If you would like to help develop our CPD
programme and social activities, please contact one of the
Committee members – list at the end of this Newsletter.

LRG website
As well as our regular work of planning, organising,
promoting and arranging events, we have been thinking
about updating the LRG website – http://www.iti-lrg.org.
uk/. We would like to make it more attractive by adding
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photos and linking in with other social media. You may have
noticed that it is now possible to join the Group by using an
online form, on the website – http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk/page/
howtojoin. If you know anyone who might be interested in
joining the ITI London Regional Group, in order to meet and
network with other translators and interpreters, benefit from
our CPD activities and enjoy our social events, please do
encourage them.

LRG outreach
Earlier this year, three LRG members – Aude de Lucia,
Pamela Mayorcas and Andrea Reinacher – attended a
school Careers Fair in Woodford, North London. It was very
rewarding to find so many students interested in pursuing
language studies, post-GCSE and on to university. Several of
the students who came to the stand were keen to combine
languages with another area of study such as economics or
accountancy. This shows that students are aware that their
job prospects will be improved by having a language as part
of their skill set.
Pamela Mayorcas, Chairman
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Committee News
Forthcoming
LRG (Continued)
events
The Translators' and Interpreters' Toolkit

LRG Historic Pub Walk 2019 – Kensington

• Venue: Only Connect UK, 32 Cubitt Street, WC1X 0LR
• Cost: £10 for LRG members; £15 for non-members

• Place: Meet at Kensington High Street tube station (exit
facing High Street)
• Cost: Free for LRG members; £5 for non-LRG members

Saturday, 29 June 2019, 14:00 to 17:00

A panel of top-flight translators and interpreters will share
insights into their favourite tools and resources, including
specialist websites, for helping them to speed up and
improve their work, resulting in more satisfying work and job
satisfaction and higher incomes.
Each speaker will present a shortlist of their top-five
productivity tools and/or resources relating to their subject
specialism(s), including legal, medical, and marketing.
Following the presentations on panel members’ favourite
tips, tricks, and tools, participants will be able to discuss
these ideas and share their own in small round-table
discussion groups. Participants are therefore invited to
prepare their own list of five resources or tools in advance
of the event for this discussion. We plan to produce a Top
Resources list for participants after the event.
After the workshop, participants can continue to
network and socialise at The Lucas Arms pub, opposite the
workspace.

Thursday, 15 August 2019, 17:45 for 18:00

To book: event SOLD OUT. Thanks for your support!

Circular walk, with Roger Bone, our favourite guide,
including: Kensington Square with its lovely late Georgian
houses and blue plaques of famous residents, including
Sir Edward Burne-Jones and William Thackeray. First stop
will be the famous Greyhound pub, with its Victorian glass
front and interesting stories, then towards St Mary Abbot
Church with its unusual history and up Kensington Church
Street to York Passage. This leads through to Kensington
Palace Gardens, hearing stories of the Palace and Gardens,
the statues of Queen Victoria and William III. From there, up
Kensington Church Street as far as Sheffield Terrace where
G.K. Chesterton was born, to the Windsor Castle pub. This is
a gem of a pub dating back to Victoria’s reign and unaltered
since 1931! Then back down Kensington Church Street, past
the former Churchill Arms and Catherine Wheel pubs to our
last stop, The Goat (table booked for supper - optional).
Along the way, Roger will illustrate the walk with stories
of the area and its famous artists and royal residents and
answer questions.

The Not-the-LRG July Pub Crawl

To book: lrgpubwalk19kensington.eventbrite.co.uk

Wednesday, 17 July 2019, 18:30

• Travel: Northern Line to Hampstead; buses 46 and 268
• Cost: Free to all, drinks and supper (optional) at own cost

LRG Tour of Europe in Six Wines: A Wine
Tasting Evening
Saturday, 14 September 2019, 15:00

Philip Slotkin writes: In the old days, the LRG used to
organise an informal summer pub crawl in addition to Roger
Bone’s excellent guided pub walks. To cater for those (like
me) who may be feeling deprived, a pub crawl in the villagey
atmosphere of Hampstead, with its picturesque, narrow,
hilly alleyways, has been arranged as a follow-up to its
predecessor three years ago.
Let us meet at 6:30 pm at the King William IV on
Hampstead High Street, which has a beer garden. We can
then proceed up the hill to the Holly Bush, a compact,
traditional village-type pub with excellent Fuller’s ales in
Holly Mount. Next comes the Duke of Hamilton in New End,
followed and rounded off by the Flask in Flask Walk, yet
another old-established hostelry, which also does food.
Please note that for those with limited mobility, the hilly
terrain and the steps to be negotiated in some places could
be a problem. This is a free event but please book your
place so Philip knows who to expect in the group. Friends
and family most welcome.

• Place: 65 Wavendon Avenue, London W4 4NT
• Cost: £20 per head

To book: bit.ly/2FBBYa7

To book: lrgwinetasting.eventbrite.co.uk
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A new departure for LRG, Tim Andrews, a member of the
Association of Wine Educators and of the Wines of Great
Britain Training and Education Working Group, will take us
on a tour of Europe, tasting wines as we go.
He will start by explaining the basics and essentials of
wine-tasting and then invite us to taste and talk about half-adozen European wines. He will talk about the history of each
wine and explain the particularities of their geographical
origin, grape, blend, suitability for different types of food
or occasion.
After the wine tasting, we will serve a light supper of
cheese, breads and salads.
Please do join us for what promises to be an interesting,
lively and enjoyable evening, in the company of fellow
translators and interpreters.
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The LRG Yahoo Group
Nicholas Nicou presents a round-up of
selected threads on the LRG Yahoo Group.
Join the discussion!

Dictionary corner

In recent months, the LRG Yahoo Group has been used by
some members to rehome pre-loved reference works or
dictionaries. Most recently, this included a monolingual
Spanish Diccionario Clave, which was very rapidly snapped
up by another LRG member.
For any members who would like to pass on dictionaries
or other books relating to translation or interpreting to
fellow linguists, the LRG Yahoo Group may well be the place
for you!

Calling all translators!

Some members have recently been turning to the LRG
Yahoo Group to seek out fellow translators working in
alternative language combinations to themselves. This often
occurs when a professional translator is asked to recommend
a colleague – but you may be stumped if you are not aware
of anybody working with the required language pair.
Once again, the LRG Yahoo Group has provided a good
platform for solving this conundrum, with members proferring
suggestions on how to find professional translators working
from Polish to English and from English into Canadian French
over the past couple of months.
If you are asked to recommend a fellow colleague in
a language pair you do not work in, why not ask on the
LRG Yahoo Group?

Finding out what's on

A number of interesting events have been shared by LRG
Members on the Group in recent months. This included a
talk by Wordfast founder Yves Champollion on how his great
uncle deciphered the Rosetta Stone, which was to take place
in early June at UCL, and several notices about upcoming
plays and performances in different languages.
Are you a newer entrant to the profession who is looking
for ways to boost your CPD and knowledge of translation
and interpreting? If so, the LRG Yahoo Group is also a good
source of news about translation- and interpreting-related
events, such as the ITI's annual Starting Work as a Translator
or Interpreter (SWATI) workshop, which took place on
15 June this year and is geared towards newcomers to
the profession.
Members also discussed some translation-related events
taking place outside London, including the exhibition 'Babel:
Adventures in Translation' at the Bodleian Library, part of
Oxford University, which ended earlier this month.
The moral of the story? Remember to check the LRG
Yahoo Group for upcoming events in the fields of translation
and interpreting!

Shadow work

In late April, an LRG member shared a message from an
undergraduate modern languages student who was hoping to
find a professional translator to mentor her over the summer.
If you are a seasoned freelancer who is keen to support the
next generation of linguists, be sure to find this thread on the
LRG Yahoo Group and offer this languages student an insight
into working as a professional linguist.

LRG CPD activities for members
The LRG offers a regular programme of CPD and
social and networking events for its members. We
also welcome non-members to these events.
For updates on all upcoming events, please always
check the following social media:
Website: http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk
E-group: uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/iti-lrg/
Twitter: @ITILRG
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-RegionalGroup-420785661324621/
To subscribe to the LRG e-group, please send an
email to: iti-lrg-subscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk
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Welcome to our
new LRG members!
Morwenna Fellows
Giulia Grottola
Helen O'Horan
Andrea Paccagnella
Olimpia Verdossi
Janet Wolckenhaar
Tamara Bogusz
Camille Brignolle
Philippe Galinier
Claire Ivins
Katiuska Parra
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Reviews of recent events

MEET THE
CLIENT

In March, freelance translators and interpreters convened for another sold-out 'Meet the Client' session,
where they learned the secrets to standing out with translation companies. Anthea Heyes reports

I

n March, I attended the LRG’s
annual Meet the Client event at
the University of Westminster
in London. This proved to be a
worthwhile evening with a varied
structure and plenty of content, as
well as an opportunity to network
with other attendees including
colleagues and Masters students
from the University of Westminster's
translation and interpreting courses.
The evening kicked off with
a (very well-regulated!) set of
presentations by representatives
from five different companies. These
proved very informative, with the
presenters packing in an impressive
amount of advice into their slots.
One of the key tips I took
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from these presentations was the
importance of LinkedIn, highlighted
by Nancy Paladina, from the
multilingual recruitment agency
Euro London Appointments.
Nancy suggested that the platform
offered the chance to curate a quasi
“expanded CV” – I hadn’t looked
at it in this light before, so that
certainly prompted me to update
and expand my LinkedIn profile, in
the knowledge that future clients
would be likely to consult it.
Both Nancy and Sonia Ribeiro,
project manager at Dora Wirth
Languages Ltd, also emphasised the
importance of a clearly directed CV
and targeted application emails;
the CV should focus on your main

specialisms and demonstrate your
experience and the email cover
letter should demonstrate careful
research of the client/agency you
are writing to, as well as setting
out specific ways in which your
profile and experience fit their
requirements.
Branching out
Sonia also highlighted the
importance of diversification,
with regard to having a number
of different clients and also more
than one specialism, to avoid the
pitfall of over-dependence on one
or two agencies.
Allison Spangler, Resource
Manager at Surrey Translation
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Reviews of recent events
Bureau, also gave some interesting,
practical tips about the process of
communicating with existing clients,
focussing in particular on the need
for prompt responses, reliability and
flexibility, and honesty.
I’m sure we are all aware of the
need to respond to job requests
as quickly as possible, but Allison
also spoke about the importance of
having an out-of-office message for
emails. Even if you are just going out
for an hour or so, e.g. for lunch, a
project manager with an urgent job
request will know to look elsewhere
if you’re unable to respond in the
timeframe they need or decide if it's
possible to wait, knowing that you’ll
be back online soon.
This was something I hadn’t
considered, assuming that out-ofoffice messages were relevant only for
full (or, at most, half) days away from
desk, but it is certainly something
that I’ll consider doing in future.
Flexible approach
In a similar vein, Allison also
emphasised the importance of
flexibility and honesty when
deciding whether or not to accept
job requests. For example, if you’re
offered a deadline which you feel
is too tight, then don’t be afraid
to go back to the project manager
and negotiate; perhaps you could
suggest your best delivery instead
and ask whether that may be
acceptable.
Equally, if you manage to finish
a job early, don’t feel obliged to
“hang on to it” until the actual
deadline – project managers will
always appreciate the time buffer of
having a job delivered early.
Honesty regarding what jobs to
accept was also highlighted, and we
were told emphatically to avoid the
risk of “over-promising and underdelivering”. I’m sure we’re all aware
of this in principle, but equally it can
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often be tempting to think: “Well...
It’s slightly outside my usual field,
but should probably be okay”.
Allison made it clear that we should
not be afraid to go back to the
project manager and say that the
job in question is, unfortunately, not
in our field.
On the flip side, Allison also
mentioned the importance of
positive communication, for instance
telling a project manager if you’ve
particularly enjoyed a certain job –
that way, they’re likely to keep you
in mind for similar jobs in future. It’s
also important to gauge the tone
that a particular agency prefers in

We were told
emphatically to
avoid the risk of
"over-promising and
under-delivering"
email communication and to try
to match it – for example, some
translation companies may use
smileys and/or emojis in emails,
which struck some of us as unusual
for emails in a professional context,
but nonetheless appear to offer a
fun touch. General niceties, though,
such as “have a good weekend”, are
bound to be appreciated virtually
across the board – after all, you’re
communicating with another human
being, not an abstract entity!
After the talks, we had a brief
refreshment break, followed
by carousel table sessions. The
participants were divided among
eight tables, and the panellists and
some LRG Committee members
were assigned to tables where they
spent about 20 minutes talking
to us, answering questions, and
giving tips and advice. This proved

a useful opportunity to gain more
specific, in-depth knowledge from
the speakers, and also an interesting
chance to talk more to translation
students and fellow freelance
translators. The main points that
came up in the discussions on my
table highlighted the need for
flexibility and diversification, and
some of the speakers also gave
interesting ideas for other possible
related fields that translators could
consider, such as transcreation or
design/desktop publishing if you
have a creative side.
CV tips
Another interesting tip was to
make different versions of your
CV for different countries – for
example, while UK agencies tend to
price work per 1000 words, other
countries may favour a rate per page
or per line. In addition, whereas
a CV in the UK may not contain a
photograph, this is considered fairly
standard in Germany.
Overall, this proved a very
informative evening and I’m sure
we all came away with new and
useful insights into the workings of
translation agencies and how we
can best approach them. It was also
good to have the opportunity to
meet and share experiences with a
range of people in the translation
field – agency representatives,
experienced and newer translators,
and current students.
Many thanks go to Pamela
Mayorcas and Marta Prieto in
particular, as well as other members
of the LRG Committee, for
organising such a useful and wellstructured evening.
Anthea Heyes AITI is a DE/FR>EN
freelance translator, based in
Tunbridge Wells and specialising
in particular in technical/legal/
patent work
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Reviews of recent events

PRICING
WITH
TM TOOLS

In May, LRG Webmaster Daniela Ford led a hands-on workshop on preparing quotes from
TM analysis reports. Françoise Jefferies reports

O

n 15 May, a workshop
called 'Pricing with TM
tools' organised by the
ITI LRG took place at
University College London’s Centre
for Translation Studies.
During this informative two-hour
session, a group of 25 translators
received step-by-step training
on working out quotes using
computer-assisted translation
(CAT) tools.
The session was led by LRG
Webmaster Daniela Ford, who
has extensive knowledge of CAT
tools and preparing quotes using
a translation memory (TM) analysis
report – often called a TM Analysis
or TM Log. She was assisted by half
a dozen UCL languages students
who ensured that everyone had the
support they needed to make the
most of the workshop.
In this workshop, we learned
how to produce a TM Log within
two TM tools. The Log offers a
breakdown of the segments –
sentences or standalone fragments
of text – that are repeated within a
text for translation (repetitions) or
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that have been previously translated
and found in a linked TM (either
‘fuzzy matches’, which are similar
previously translated segments, or
100% matches, which are identical
segments found in the TM).
CAT tool pricing models
It was explained that certain clients
may pay only a smaller percentage
of a translator’s full rate per word
for fuzzy matches found in a TM
depending on how similar they
are to the segments in the text
for translation.
Daniela began by saying that
clients – and especially translation
agencies – are increasingly aware
of the fact that CAT tools can save
translators time and effort, as they
can detect in-text repetitions and
automatically introduce previously
translated segments from a linked
TM. As a result, clients often expect
translators’ quotes to account for this.
Daniela went on to ask whether
anyone in the room was still
charging their clients for the full
word count when translating
documents in TM tools for which

they already have matches in a TM.
It turned out that out of 25 people,
only two were in that lucky position.
It was agreed that generally, there
is an increasing trend towards
a pricing model that includes
discounts for repetitions and fuzzy
matches, and that this is something
that translators need to be aware of.
Daniela gave an example of a
translation assignment involving
an 8,000-word document. Once
a quick report of it had been
compiled using a TM tool, it
became clear that only 1,000 of
those were ‘new’ words, that is,
content to be translated entirely
from scratch. The other 7,000
words either consisted of repeated
content within the text itself or
previously translated segments
found in the linked TM, built
up over previous jobs. This is
vital information for a translator
before accepting an assignment
or negotiating a deadline: 1,000
words can easily be translated
within a day whereas 8,000 cannot,
and the price will obviously be
dramatically different too if the
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client specifies that they will only
pay the translator’s full rate for
‘new’ content.
The TM Log method
With this in mind, we began the
practical exercise by opening
memoQ on our screens and
following the steps for creating a
TM Log: opening the document for
translation and linking the supplied
TM to it, and then proceeding to
prepare a report.
We then performed a similar
exercise using SDL Trados Studio
2019 and were also shown how
to obtain a report for more than
one file.
Once compiled, the report
showed a breakdown of new
segments and repetitions, as well
as several categories of varying
percentages of fuzzy matches found
in the linked TM (see figure 1).
Daniela then showed us how this
information can be used to assess
the requirements of a translation
job and work out a quote that truly
reflects the work involved. We
discussed possible pricing models,
ranging from 100% of the normal
rate for ‘new’ content, i.e. when
there are no matches, through to
0% for 'Context Matches' (content
found in the TM that is identical
and appears in the same context).
We also discussed other varying
charging rate percentages in
between these two extremes,
depending on repetitions and the
degree of 'fuzziness' of a match.
Some translators believe that
CAT tools are used to drive
their revenues down. First, it is
worth remembering that this is
a very competitive sector and
translators are under pressure to
lower their rates. By using a CAT
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Figure 1: Example TM Log (SDL Trados)

tool TM Log discount model,
translation agencies can at least
apply discounts on segments that
don’t need to be translated or
require less effort; this can keep
the word rates at reasonable
levels for all 'new' segments.
Secondly, translators can be a lot
more productive when they use
CAT tools, not only in terms of
workload but also because these
tools preserve awkward formatting
and thereby allow translators
to focus purely on translation.
Therefore, the secret seems to be
to strike a compromise by agreeing
upon a reasonable charging rate
percentage per TM match category.
Weighted word count
Another method of working out
a project’s volume is to calculate
the weighted words. This is done
by multiplying the charging rate
percentage of one TM match
category by the word count of that
TM match category.
For example, if 80 words are
charged at 50% of the full rate
because they fall into the 85 to 94%
fuzzy match category, the weighted
word count for that category is
40 words. You can then add all
of the weighted word counts per
TM match category together for

an overall weighted word count.
When you then multiply that figure
by your normal rate, you should
arrive at the same result as if you
had used the TM Log method.
It was suggested that generally
this method can appear to be less
transparent, and if used by a client,
it is advisable always to ask for a
breakdown of the word count.
One participant emphasised
the limits of relying on CAT tool
TM Log analysis reports by saying
that sometimes a single new word
in a sentence or a paragraph that
has previously been translated can
change the meaning of the wider
context and therefore create more
work for the translator than may
appear to be the case if looking at
the number of new words alone. This
is something that is not taken into
account with this pricing method.
Personally, I find CAT tool reports
useful for preparing quotes,
especially for obtaining an accurate
word count that nobody can argue
with. For example, in PowerPoint
presentations, I used to rely on
the word count indicated under
File>Show All Properties to work out
quotes, and this turned out to be
wildly inaccurate, so I have had a few
bad experiences with that model.
More generally, CAT tools can
provide clarity for the client and the
translator. They ensure consistent
use of terminology and can free
up time so that translators can take
on more work or simply keep their
work-life balance in check.
Françoise Jefferies is an
EN>FR translator specialising
in business and marketing
translations. You can contact her
at fjmanic@hotmail.com and
find details of her qualifications
and experience by visiting her
website www.strictlyfrench.co.uk
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A view from the booth

Professional Interpreter Maria Cecilia Lipovsek offers an interpreter's perspective in her quarterly column

Three-sixty-five times two
- A biennial gathering

E

arlier this month, the city of
Sheffield played host to ITI’s
biennial pilgrimage as around
four hundred of us gathered
to attend the ITI Conference in the
majestic Cutlers’ Hall.
The weekend's events kicked off on
Thursday evening to the beat of jazz in a
local pub, which set the perfect tone for
one of the main goals of the conference:
networking in a friendly atmosphere.
The rest of the weekend found us
listening to fascinating presentations,
catching up in the hallways, dining in
style, or simply dancing barefoot at
the bar.
For the second time in a row, the
ITI Conference featured a dedicated
interpreting track. All credit is due to
Kirsty Heimerl-Moggan, who carefully
curated a diverse, current and relevant
series of presentations from a number
of high-profile speakers.
These included: Robert Lee; Tony
Rosado; John Green; Elena Davitti and
Annalisa Sandrelli; Jonathan Downie;
Sophie Llewellyn-Smith; Jan Rausch; and
Maria Cecilia Lipovsek (yes, that's me).
The interpreting track kept us more
than busy and gave us lots of food for
thought. But besides the obvious joy of
catching up with colleagues, here are my
main takeaways by subject area.
The business of interpreting
Tony Rosado emphasised the
importance of considering ourselves
businesspeople as much as linguists. We
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are, after all, both and we should not be
afraid to talk money or negotiate with
confidence. His presentation sparked a
lively debate about market conditions,
rates, and ideal clients.
I would add to his insights the caveat
of knowing our professional selves well
enough to know where we stand in the
market and what we could and should
offer to – and demand from – our
clients. Marketing and branding are
very useful tools, but we should always
be able to back them up with quality
work. There is no better marketing and
negotiating tool than that.
Interpreting technology
As we know, technology is disruptive.
It opens doors as much as it closes them.
We could resist it, but technology
is not going anywhere. Therefore,
interpreters should get involved in its
development and marketing so that,
by contributing our two cents'
worth, we can ensure it is used and
implemented properly and becomes
a force for good instead of another evil
we have to endure.
Interpreter care
Diaphragmatic breathing is not the only
way we can look after ourselves. It is
equally important to learn to manage
stress outside the booth – proper working
conditions, fair rates, good clients and
great colleagues are also contributing
factors to a satisfying professional life. It is
up to each of us to pursue them.

Interpreting in the 21st century
Our profession has changed massively
in the last couple of decades.
Interpreting is no longer the domain
of “the institutions”. It is needed, and
practised, in all spheres of society and in
a multitude of situations and scenarios.
As discussed widely during our
sessions, it is therefore no surprise that
our codes of ethics and professional
conduct are due a major update.
Something for professional associations
to work on in the near future.
Finally, I would like to mention Karen
McMillan Tkaczyk’s take on how we
as translators and interpreters present
ourselves to the world, particularly on
social media. It is her view – and mine –
that in mocking others we are harming
our beloved profession.
We contribute so much to our
clients and their projects, making a
tangible difference and, perhaps,
even helping make the world a better
place. Why then smear it by laughing
at other people’s (or technology's)
shortcomings? We have so much
to offer!
So, here is my commitment to you, in
this first View from the booth: let us focus
on the positives and remain proud of
what we do. Until next time!
Maria Cecilia is a London-based
corporate, diplomatic, and conference
interpreter specialising in Latin America.
She is also a guest lecturer, an amateur
photographer, and tango dancer. Find
her at www.mclinterpreting.com
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Picture postcard

LRG
Spring
Meet-Up
On 28 April 2019, LRG
members met at the
Crabtree pub in Putney
to catch up over a spot
of lunch
•
Photographs by Marta Prieto
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LRG Member interview
Maite Clausell
In this issue, we caught up with LRG member
Maite Clausell about her experiences as a translator

Tell us a little bit about your background.
I grew up in Spain, in the Valencian Region. As I have
been bilingual from a young age, I am passionate
about languages and translation and that is why after
finishing my BA in English Philology, I came to London
to study for an MA in Audiovisual Translation.
Since early 2018, I have been working as a
freelance translator specialising in audiovisual
translation, localisation, and IT translation. Previously,
I worked as an English teacher for young children,
a translation project manager, and a videogame
QA Tester.
When did you first become
interested in languages?
I first became interested in languages
at primary school, when we started
studying English. I was six years old,
and the teacher always brought
her guitar with her to class, making
lessons fun as we learned the language
while singing.

Have you been to any interesting translation
events recently?
As a member of the LRG, I try to attend as many events
as possible. This not only offers you the opportunity
of learning something new, but also of meeting with
colleagues and exchanging ideas, which I find very
important as freelancing tends to be isolating.
I recently attended the LRG Spring Meet-Up, where
some fellow translators and interpreters enjoyed
a meal together at a riverside pub in Putney
(see page 9 for photos). I also enjoyed the
Spring Workshop organised by the Spanish
Network last March, where we faced the
challenge of translating some tricky texts
and worked in small groups to find the
best solutions for difficult terms.
What kind of projects have you been
working on recently?

During those lessons, I realised that some of my
classmates already knew some English words but I
didn’t. For this reason, I told my parents that I wanted
to learn English outside of school and they enrolled
me at the local language centre. Who would have
thought at the time that English would become such
an important part of my life and future?
When did you decide to pursue a career in
translation or interpreting?
As a language lover, I had wanted to study
translation from a young age. However, when
I was at high school, one of my teachers suggested
studying English Philology first. She suggested that
it would give me a deeper understanding of the
language in all senses, including grammar, literature,
history, culture, dialects and much more, while also
including some elements of translation.
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After finishing my BA, I did not want to spend
another four years studying a BA in Translation, and
that’s when I decided to move to London to study
for an MA in Audiovisual Translation.

My latest projects include the translation of
user interfaces for some of the products of an
American multinational technology company; the
localization of an Artificial Intelligence Assistant App;
and some TV advertisements.
What are your plans for the future?
I aim to keep developing professionally as a freelance
translator by attending courses and webinars. I also
intend to find new clients – hopefully some direct
clients, too. I may also start studying Chinese again,
a language that I love but which I had to put on hold
due to lack of time.
Maite is a translator, subtitler and localiser
working from English into Spanish and Catalan.
For more information, visit her website http://
maiteclausell.com. You can also find her on Twitter
(@mcm_tradu) and LinkedIn (https://www.
linkedin.com/in/maiteclausell)
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AROUND THE
WEB
Your regular digest of the top translation, interpreting, and
language-related news on the Net

"This World Map Of Literally Translated Country Names Will
Amaze You"
Forbes (bit.ly/2RgwiH6)
This article discusses a world map showing what countries'
names would be if literally translated into English.
"How secret languages thrive behind bars"
PBS (to.pbs.org/2Wk0bHs)
A fascinating insight into the creativity and complexity of
secret languages formed behind bars by inmates in the
United States of America.
"Interpreter Breaks Down How Real-Time Translation Works"
WIRED via YouTube (bit.ly/2xfgA6f)
In this excellent video, which has gone viral in interpreting
circles, conference interpreter Barry Slaughter Olsen explains
what being a professional interpreter really involves.
"Heaven's Vault is a rare videogame about the art of translation"
Wired (bit.ly/2Rgzh2p)
This article looks at a video game whose central premise involves
translation – and in which the way you translate something at
the start could have severe repercussions by the end...
"Google’s Translatotron converts one spoken language to
another, no text involved"
TechCrunch (tcrn.ch/2WIasxm)
Google's Translatotron translates speech directly into
speech, taking both cadence and tone into account.
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Dates for your Diary
Saturday,
29 June 2019
14:00 to 17:00

The Translators' and Interpreters' Toolkit

Venue: Only Connect UK, 32 Cubitt Street, WC1X 0LR
Cost: £10 for LRG members; £15 for non-members
A panel of top-flight translators and interpreters will share insights into their favourite
tools and resources, including specialist websites, for helping them to speed up their work.
Full details available on page 2. To book: lrgtranslatorskit.eventbrite.co.uk

Wednesday,
17 July 2019
18:30

The Not-the-LRG July Pub Crawl: Hampstead

Travel: Northern Line to Hampstead; buses 46 and 268
Cost: Free to all, drinks and supper (optional) at own cost
A pub crawl in the villagey atmosphere of Hampstead, with its picturesque, narrow,
hilly alleyways, organised by Philip Slotkin.
Full details available on page 2. To book: bit.ly/2FBBYa7

Thursday,
15 August 2019
17:45 for 18:00,
to 20:45

LRG Historic Guided Pub Walk 2019 – Kensington

Venue: Meet at Kensington High Street tube station (exit facing High Street)
Cost: Free for LRG members; £5 for non-LRG members
Circular walk, with Roger Bone, our favourite guide, including Kensington Square
with its lovely late Georgian houses and blue plaques of famous residents.
Full details available on page 2. To book: lrgpubwalk19kensington.eventbrite.co.uk

Saturday,
14 September 2019
15:00

LRG Tour of Europe in Six Wines: A Wine Tasting Evening
Venue: 65 Wavendon Avenue, London W4 4NT
Cost: £20 per head

A new departure for LRG, an opportunity to try a variety of European wines, under the
expert tutelage of Tim Andrews and discuss them with colleagues.
Full details available on page 2. To book: lrgwinetasting.eventbrite.co.uk
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The views expressed in authored articles are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the LRG or its Committee.
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